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ndometriosis is a common, estrogen-dependent, inflammatory disorder characterized by the growth of endometrial-like tis-

sue at extrauterine locations. Its pathogenesis and mechanisms underlying its pathophysiology are poorly understood,

although genetic variation is strongly implicated in these processes. Genetic studies reveal that approximately 50% of risk

for endometriosis is due to genetic factors and the other 50% likely owing to environmental factors. As with other complex

diseases, genetic variants in the DNA sequence increasing endometriosis risk all have small effects, unlike most single-gene

disorders. It is the combinations of these variants adding together that contribute to higher risks for individual women. In

addition, recent data on disease lesions demonstrate a high frequency of somatic (likely acquired) mutations, some of which

are present in the eutopic endometrium and specifically in the epithelial cell compartment, raising the possibility that abnor-

mal epithelial progenitors in the eutopic endometrium give rise to ectopic disease. Discovery in this field is occurring at a

rapid pace, and further definitions of genetic (germline) and environmental (somatic) contributions to the pathogenesis and

pathophysiology of this disorder are anticipated soon. These discoveries are expected to increase diagnostic, therapeutic,

and preventive strategies to minimize disease and its associated morbidities. Journal of Minimally Invasive Gynecology

(2019) 00, 1−7. © 2019 AAGL. All rights reserved.
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Endometriosis is a common, estrogen-dependent disease

in women associated with a high prevalence of pelvic pain

and reduced fertility [1,2]. The underlying causes are

unclear, and understanding and treating the disease remain

a major clinical challenge [2,3]. Endometriosis is character-

ized by endometrial-like tissue implants outside the uterus,

found primarily on the pelvic peritoneum, ovaries, and rec-

tovaginal septum. In rare cases, it can occur at other sites in

the body including the lung, pericardium, and brain [1].

Endometriosis affects 7% to 10% of women of reproductive

age with significant costs for both affected women and for

society, including increased healthcare costs, time off
work, reduced productivity, and reduced social and eco-

nomic participation [2,4].

The disease, similar to many other common noncom-

municable conditions, has a complex etiology, influenced

by both genetic and environmental factors. Whereas the

role of genetic risk factors was once controversial, advan-

ces in genetics and genomics applied to the analysis of

genetic risk factors for endometriosis have clearly dem-

onstrated a role for genetic factors in disease risk [5−7].

Genomic locations of more than 40 genetic risk factors

have been identified [7−14], and their functional conse-

quences and altered gene regulation underlying increased

disease risk in some genomic regions are actively being

pursued [15−18]. In addition, genomic studies have

recently identified a significant burden of somatic muta-

tions in endometriosis lesions, extending the likely role

of DNA variation in the pathogenesis of endometriosis.

The aim of this review is to summarize the contribution

of genetic variation (germline or inherited and somatic or

acquired) to endometriosis, the progress in discovery and

identification of the specific genetic risk factors, and the

role of genomic studies in understanding the etiology of

this disease.
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Genetic Variation and Disease Risk

A wide spectrum of genetic variants and mutations con-

tribute to human disease. It is useful to consider the charac-

teristics of different categories of genetic variation in

interpreting the results of genetic mapping and genomic stud-

ies. Rare single-base mutations or deletions in protein-coding

sequences can disrupt the function of critical proteins, with

major effects on development and function leading to dis-

ease. Examples include mutations in genes from the hypotha-

lamic-pituitary-axis such as follicle-stimulating hormone

(FSH) receptor (FSHR) causing idiopathic hypogonadotropic

hypogonadism and the absence of puberty, or activating

mutations in kisspeptin (KISS1) and kisspeptin receptor

(KISS1R) resulting in central precocious puberty [19].

In contrast, genetic variation influencing common dis-

eases such as endometriosis generally result from a large

number of variants, each with small effects [20]. The most

common variation between individuals is differences at sin-

gle-base positions in the DNA generally referred to as sin-

gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Many common

variants we all carry have no functional consequences.

Some are located in regulatory sequences in the DNA,

responsible for ensuring the right set of proteins are made

in the correct cells and at the right stage of development.

Disrupting the function of these regulatory sequences has

more subtle effects. It is the combination of altered regula-

tion by this class of variants that predisposes to many com-

mon diseases. Consequently, genetic risk for complex

diseases results from the combined effects of a large num-

ber of genetic variants in these regulatory sequences, each

with small effects on disease risk.

Approaches to genetic mapping and success in gene dis-

covery are determined by the size of effects we expect to see

from the different classes of genetic variation. Variants dis-

rupting protein function with large effects, such as the FSHR

mutations discussed previously, can be followed in families

and mapped by linkage and sequencing. It is only in the last

10 years that genome-wide association studies (GWASs)

have allowed us to test the effects of millions of SNPs across

the genome in many thousands of cases and controls. This

has transformed our ability to map genetic risk factors with

small effects typical for complex diseases [20]. Large studies

can be conducted to discover these variants, and the number

of risk factors identified in individual studies shows an almost

linear relationship with study size [20]. Mapping genetic risk

factors for endometriosis have followed developments in

genomics over the last 20 years, with the most robust results

coming from the advent of GWAS methods [10,12,14].
Heritability

Before mapping genetic risk factors, it is important to first

determine that genetic factors play a role in disease risk. Evi-

dence for genetic effects on endometriosis is supported by

higher rates of endometriosis among the relatives (sisters and
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daughters) of women with endometriosis (cases) than in con-

trols in both hospital [21,22] and population [23] studies.

The relative risk for women who have immediate relatives

with endometriosis has been estimated at 2.3 in a study of

Australian twins and their families [24]. The proportion

of risk accounted for by genetic factors can be estimated

using classical twin studies comparing the rates of dis-

ease of identical twins who inherit exactly the same

genetic makeup from their parents with those of non-

identical twins who share half their genes (equivalent to

brothers and sisters). Studies of Australian twins

observed higher rates of endometriosis in identical twin

sisters and estimated the genetic contribution to risk, or

heritability, of endometriosis at 0.51 [24]. Similar stud-

ies of twins from Sweden estimated the heritability of

endometriosis at 0.47 [25]. The estimates have relatively

wide confidence intervals, but these 2 studies have

shown that genetic factors contribute to about half of

the variation in endometriosis risk. This estimate of her-

itability is similar to estimates for genetic contributions

to age at menarche and age at menopause and is less

than estimates of heritability for polycystic ovarian syn-

drome and uterine myomas [19].
Genetic Risk Factors for Endometriosis

Endometriosis fits the pattern of a complex disease [5],

and GWASs provide strong evidence for the role of

many genetic risk factors contributing to endometriosis

[7,8,10,12,13,26,27]. For example, the most recently pub-

lished study included approximately 17 000 cases, analyzed

association with 6 979 035 individual SNPs across the

genome, and identified 14 genomic regions with 19 inde-

pendent signals contributing to endometriosis risk [12]. The

number of genomic regions associated with endometriosis

shows a linear relationship with the number of cases in the

studies [5], similar to studies of other traits and diseases.

Genomic regions carrying variants influencing endometri-

osis (Fig. 1) have been generally well replicated in subse-

quent GWASs and follow-up studies [5]. Genomic regions

with variants contributing to endometriosis risk from recent

meta-analyses [9,11,12] are summarized in Table 1 with the

risk allele, effect size, and nearest gene in each region.

Endometriosis is an estrogen-dependent disease. Geno-

mic signals associated with endometriosis include signals

close to estrogen receptor 1 gene (ESR1), the predominant

receptor for estrogen action in the endometrium. Other can-

didate regions with genes in the reproductive pathway are

signals upstream of FSH beta subunit (FSHB), also associ-

ated with increased FSH concentrations, and signals near

the estrogen-regulated and early response gene (GREB1)

first identified in breast cancer cell lines and tumors [19].

Functional follow-up studies have implicated genes with

roles in cell migration, adhesion, and proliferation including

cell division cycle 42 (CDC42) [18], the long noncoding

RNA cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2B antisense RNA
 from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on December 14, 2019.
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Fig. 1

The location of genetic risk factors reported to influence endometriosis risk (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14) mapped to an ideogram of human chromosomes.

The location of genetic markers showing genome-wide significant evidence of association with endometriosis is indicated by the orange bars on the ideo-

gram. Genes close to the critical variant at each location are shown. Genes in red have evidence for functional relevance, genes in blue are novel regions

identified in recent meta-analyses [9,11], and genes in black have been replicated in several studies.
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(CDKN2BAS) [17], and vezatin (VEZT) [15,16]. Lower

expression of CDKN2BAS in carriers of the risk allele for

the causal SNP in a Japanese study has been associated

with reduced expression of the cell-cycle inhibitors

p16INK4A and p15INK4B and may contribute to survival

and proliferation of ectopic endometrial cells and promote

the development of endometriosis [17].

A number of candidate gene studies have reported pro-

tein-coding variants implicated in endometriosis risk. Many

of these results from small studies have not been replicated

in the larger GWASs. A specific search, genotyping

240 000 common and low-frequency protein-coding var-

iants in 9004 patients with endometriosis identified only 1

significant result that survived replication. This was SNP

rs13394619 in the coding region of GREB1, a gene already

implicated from GWASs [10,12]. The SNP may affect

RNA splicing and is located approximately 6 kilobases

from and strongly correlated with SNP rs11674184, the risk

SNP with the strongest association signal from our GWAS

results [28]. It is unclear whether this splice acceptor vari-

ant plays a direct role in genetic effects on endometriosis.

International mapping efforts are continuing with collab-

orative projects combining results from many groups

around the world. Results from 2 additional studies are

reported in manuscripts submitted to the bioRxiv preprint

server [9,11], providing strong support for most genomic

regions identified in earlier studies and describing a number

of novel regions associated with endometriosis (Table 1).

One consistent observation from the genetic studies is that

many of the variants associated with endometriosis have

bigger effects in patients with severe disease [7,10,12]. The

overall contribution of all common variants to disease can

be calculated from the GWAS results. It is estimated that

all common variants account for 26% of variation in endo-

metriosis risk [7,29]. When this is calculated separately for
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patients with severe disease, the estimate is 34%, which is

significantly higher than the 15% reported for patients with

minimal or mild disease [7,29].

One limitation of current genetic studies is few data sets

included in large studies have surgically confirmed disease,

and very few have detailed clinical data. Consistent evidence

for stronger genetic effects in severe cases supports the view

that there is more to learn about disease subtypes and disease

progression. Future large studies with genetic marker data

and detailed clinical information will contribute to a greater

understanding of the causes of endometriosis.
Somatic Mutations

An important recent development is the high frequency

of somatic mutations observed in endometriosis lesions.

Somatic mutations are alterations in DNA not inherited

from parents. They arise in individual cells throughout life

as a result of errors in DNA replication or DNA damage

from environmental exposures. Cells with somatic muta-

tions can escape cell death or senescence and/or acquire

growth advantages over surrounding cells. As a conse-

quence, somatic mutations are a major contributing factor

for many cancers.

Recent studies in endometriosis have identified a high bur-

den of somatic mutations in endometriosis lesions [30−33].
Somatic mutations were identified in 79% of the 24 patients

with deep infiltrating endometriosis lesions [30]. Five patients

had known cancer driver mutations in ARID1A, PIK3CA,

KRAS, or PPP2R1A [30]. Whole exome sequencing of 13

ovarian endometriotic lesions [33] also identified recurrent

nonsilent somatic mutations (missense, nonsense, or splice

site mutations) in 16 genes. These included mutations in sev-

eral cancer-associated genes, including KRAS, PIK3CA,

FBXW7, PPP2R1A, and PIK3R.
 from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on December 14, 2019.
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Table 1

Summary of genome-wide significant loci associated with endometriosis identified in recent GWAS meta-analyses

Chr SNP BP RA OR (95% CI) p value Associated gene/cytoband

Previously reported loci

1 rs12037376 22462111 A 1.16 (1.12−1.19) 8.87£ 10�17 WNT4/1p36.12

2 rs11674184 11721535 T 1.13 (1.10−1.15) 2.67£ 10�17 GREB1/2p25.1

2 rs10167914 113563361 G 1.12 (1.08−1.15) 1.10£ 10�9 IL1A/2q13

2 rs6546324 67856490 A 1.08 (1.05−1.11) 3.01£ 10�8 ETAA1/2p14

4 rs1903068 56008477 A 1.11 (1.07−1.13) 1.04£ 10�11 KDR/4q12

6 rs760794 19790560 T 1.09 (1.06−1.12) 1.79£ 10�10 ID4/6p22.3

7 rs12700667 25901639 A 1.10 (1.07−1.13) 9.08£ 10�10 7p15.2

9 rs1537377 22169700 C 1.09 (1.06−1.12) 1.33£ 10�10 CDKN2B-AS1/9p21.3

12 rs4762326 95668951 T 1.08 (1.05−1.11) 2.20£ 10�9 VEZT/12q22

2 rs1250241 216295312 T 1.06 (1.03−1.09) 6.20£ 10�5 FN1/2q35

6 rs1971256 151816011 C 1.09 (1.06−1.13) 3.74£ 10�8 CCDC170/6q25.1

6 rs71575922 152554014 G 1.11 (1.07−1.15) 2.02£ 10�8 SYNE1/6q25.1

7 rs74491657 46947633 G 1.08 (1.03−1.13) 1.23£ 10�3 7p12.3

11 rs74485684 30242287 T 1.11 (1.07−1.15) 2.00£ 10�8 FSHB/11p14.1

Novel loci

1 rs12030576 115817221 G 1.07 (1.05−1.09) 5.2£ 10�13 NGF/1p13.2

1 rs1209731 169324793 C 1.19 (1.12−1.26) 2.0£ 10�8 ATP1B1-F5/1q24.2

1 rs1894692 169467654 A 1.18 (1.13−1.24) 2.88£ 10�13 SLC19A2/1q24.2

1 rs495590 172152202 G 1.07 (1.05−1.10) 6.73£ 10�10 DNM3/1q24.3

4 rs2510770 95479372 A 1.05 (1.03−1.06) 8.25£ 10�10 PDLIM5/4q22.3

5 rs13177597 82052282 G 1.06 (1.04−1.08) 1.30£ 10�8 ATP6AP1L/5q14.2

6 rs1595344 74611632 G 1.05 (1.03−1.07) 1.2£ 10�8 CD109/6q13

6 rs2226158 125995467 G 1.05 (1.03−1.07) 2.6£ 10�8 HEY2/6q22.31

7 rs62468795 23530051 G 1.10 (1.07−1.14) 8.05£ 10�9 IGF2BP3/7p15.3

8 rs10090060 75257608 A 1.08 (1.06−1.11) 5.72£ 10�11 GDAP1/8q21.11

8 rs6468654 100062724 C 1.06 (1.04−1.08) 2.5£ 10�8 OSR2-VPS13B/8q22.2

10 rs1802669 21827796 A 1.07 (1.05−1.10) 5.52£ 10�9 MLLT10/10p12.31

10 rs796945 90150837 C 1.07 (1.05−1.10) 1.78£ 10�9 RNLS/10q23.31

11 rs7924571 32350027 C 1.06 (1.04−1.08) 3.5£ 10�8 WT1/11p13

12 rs17727841 102809630 G 1.06 (1.04−1.08) 5.33£ 10�11 IGF1/12q23.2

14 rs7151531 93113547 C 1.07 (1.04−1.10) 3.80£ 10�8 RIN3/14q32.12

15 rs4923850 40352278 A 1.05 (1.04−1.06) 3.07£ 10�13 BMF/15q15.1

17 rs66683298 46277748 C 1.08 (1.06−1.11) 1.73£ 10�10 SKAP1/17q21.32

17 rs76731691 63960269 G 1.08 (1.05−1.11) 9.27£ 10�9 CEP112/17q24.1

X rs13441059 70108889 A 1.05 (1.03−1.07) 4.1£ 10�8 TEX11-SLC7A3/Xq13.1

BP = genomic position in base pairs shown relative to GRCh37 (hg19); Chr = chromosome; CI = confidence interval; GWAS = genome-wide association study, OR = odds

ratio with respect to RA; p = p value for association; RA = risk allele; SNP = single-nucleotide polymorphism.
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Lesions contain multiple cell types, and the study by

Anglesio et al [30] detected KRAS mutations only in the

epithelium and not in the stromal cells. A comparison of

cancer driver mutations and selection-neutral passenger

mutations that are unlikely to result in a growth advantage

to cells demonstrated that endometrial epithelium in endo-

metriotic lesions is clonal, whereas stromal cells are not

[32]. These results suggest that endometriosis does not

result from a single stem or progenitor cell that leads to for-

mation of the lesions. It is more likely that a single endome-

trial epithelial progenitor cell undergoes expansion to form

glandular tissue at the site of the lesion [32]. This view is

supported in another recent study sequencing ovarian endo-

metriotic epithelial samples and normal endometrial epithe-

lial samples [33]. The study identified numerous somatic

mutations in cancer-associated genes in ovarian endometri-

otic epithelium cells and showed that genes most frequently
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mutated in endometriosis-associated ovarian cancers were

also frequently mutated in uterine endometrial epithelial

samples, including samples of eutopic endometrium of

women without endometriosis [33]. This is an important

finding in view of the constant shedding and regeneration

of uterine endometrium with successive menstrual cycles,

and it will be important to determine if different somatic

mutations contribute to the different types of endometriotic

lesions. This evidence strongly points to an important role

for somatic mutations in both endometriosis development

and progression.
Discussion

The question posed in this review is “should genetics be

considered the pre-eminent etiologic factor in endometriosis?”

Do genetic risk factors provide the best current explanation
 from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on December 14, 2019.
opyright ©2019. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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for the origin and progression of the disease? Great progress

has been made in the last decade confirming genetic factors

are a major contributor to endometriosis risk, identifying

more than 40 genomic regions harboring variants contributing

to this risk, and beginning to identify the target genes and

functional consequences of these variants. The genetic risk

constitutes additive effects of a large number of common var-

iants with small effects [12], with little evidence for protein-

modifying variants with moderate or large effects [28]. When

we add up the effects of all common variants associated with

endometriosis, we estimate they contribute to 26% of the vari-

ation in endometriosis risk (accounting for about half of the

genetic risk) [29]. The gap between the genetic contribution

from common variants and the heritability estimated from

twin studies could have several explanations including other

types of genetic variation not captured by the arrays, possible

differences in genetic contributions to different types of endo-

metriosis lesions, variation in the accuracy of diagnosis, and/

or the selection of patients recruited. Low-frequency coding

variants with large effects were not detected in exome chip

studies [28]. DNA sequencing studies in high-risk pedigrees

may identify rare variants with large effect, but given the low

frequency of these rare variants in the population, we would

need to find many of these rare variants to account for the

missing heritability. Similarly, rare copy number variants

could contribute, although signals from common copy number

variants should be picked up by correlated common SNPs

typed in the GWAS. The most likely source of missing herita-

bility is many low-frequency variants (minor allele frequen-

cies < 5%) where the signals are not adequately captured in

estimates from the GWAS data.

If genetic factors are to explain the etiology of endometri-

osis, the evidence should identify the origin(s) of cells

responsible for initiation of lesions, differences in the types

and locations of lesions, and the variable presentation of

symptoms among patients. Theories for the origin of cells

and initiation of lesions include (1) the deposition of viable

cells shed from the endometrium transported to the pelvic

cavity through retrograde menstruation, (2) activation of

cells left behind from differentiation and migration of the

m€ullerian ducts during development, and (3) metaplasia or

transformation of 1 differentiated cell type into another (e.g.,

transformation of the coelomic epithelium covering the

ovary) [3,34]. No 1 theory provides an adequate explanation

for all cases of endometriosis or the variable presentation of

disease among patients. For example, in some cases, endo-

metriosis occurs in young women before the onset of

puberty, and there are rare reports of endometriosis in males.

Transport of viable cells from the endometrium through ret-

rograde menstruation could account for many cases, but

some must arise from alternate mechanisms [3,34].

Inherited genetic variation could be expressed in all cells.

Expression of a number of genes in the endometrium is under

genetic regulation, but few of these overlap with key variants

in genomic regions associated with endometriosis risk
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[15,35]. Functional effects of genetic risk factors may be spe-

cific to individual cell types from endometrium or in other

tissues. Analysis of genetic regulation of gene expression in

individual cell types will determine whether some risk fac-

tors act only in restricted cell types, and the overlap with

endometriosis risk regions may also help identify cellular ori-

gins of disease.

Genetic risk factors account for only half of the variation in

endometriosis risk. The other half of the variation in disease

risk is due to environmental or other factors, and identifying

major factors that contribute to this environmental variation

has proved elusive. The observation of a high frequency of

somatic mutations in endometriotic lesions provides new

insights into causes of the disease. Somatic mutations are not

inherited as are genetic risk factors. They influence a small

number of cells, arise over a women’s lifetime, and are part of

the environmental risk. Their contribution to this component

of risk has yet to be quantified, but studies suggest 80% of

deep infiltrating lesions carry somatic mutations. As in genetic

risk factors, the functional consequences of many of these

somatic mutations remain to be determined. The published

studies have focused on the 20% of somatic mutations that

are cancer driver mutations in part because of the documented

effects on cell survival and proliferation. However, other

somatic mutations may also have a role to play [36]. For

example, an in-frame deletion mutation in ID4 has been

detected in 1 patient [30]. ID4 is a strong candidate gene in

one of the regions associated with endometriosis.

The discovery that somatic mutations are found in epithe-

lial cells and not in stromal cells in lesions provides an

important clue. Moreover, evidence shows that somatic can-

cer driver mutations are present in some epithelial cells in

the eutopic endometrium. This suggests that at least 1 cellu-

lar origin for the initiation of endometriosis is epithelial cells

from eutopic endometrium harboring somatic mutations with

cells transported to the peritoneal cavity by retrograde men-

struation as first proposed by Sampson in 1927 [37]. If

eutopic endometrium is the source of cells for initiation of

endometriosis, a difference in the viability of epithelial and/

or stromal cells in menstrual fluid could be the explanation

why only some women develop endometriosis when retro-

grade menstruation is common. The presence of cancer

driver and other somatic mutations in some women could

determine cell survival at menstruation. Current information

on functional consequences of genetic risk factors also sug-

gests effects on cell proliferation and cell adhesion.

We propose a model for the development of many cases

of endometriosis where genetic risk factors, somatic muta-

tions, and environmental factors all work together in an

additive fashion, resulting in the survival and viability of

epithelial cells from the eutopic endometrium reaching the

peritoneal cavity (Fig. 2). Genetic risk factors alone do not

explain the etiology of endometriosis, rather we suggest

that the combined effects of genetic variation and somatic

mutations comprise the pre-eminent etiologic factor in
 from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on December 14, 2019.
opyright ©2019. Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Fig. 2

Threshold model for how the additive effects of genetic risk factors, somatic mutations, and environmental risk factors in the population may combine to

increase individual risk beyond the threshold for development of the disease. The large red arrows represent somatic mutations, blue arrows represent

individual genetic risk factors, and gray arrows represent other environmental risk factors. Women with endometriosis will have a high burden of dis-

ease-causing risk factors made up from different combinations of genetic risk factors, somatic mutations in critical cell types, and environmental risk fac-

tors that predispose to disease (combinations of risk factors for individual women represented in circles on the right-hand side of the figure).
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endometriosis. One prediction from the model is we might

expect to see some somatic mutations influencing risk in

genes or pathways implicated by germline variation such as

the ID4 mutation observed in 1 study [30]. Other environ-

mental risk factors may well act through these mechanisms

by inducing DNA damage and somatic mutations or inter-

acting in pathways altered by genetic background. Studies

directed to understanding the spectrum of somatic muta-

tions in endometriosis and the functional consequences of

genetic risk factors will provide a much greater understand-

ing of pathways to disease.
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